R-Programming Fundamentals for Business Students —
Word Clouds and Word Frequency
Nick V. Flor, University of New Mexico (nickflor@unm.edu)
Assumptions. This tutorial assumes (1) that you had an Excel worksheet with a single column A, where each row
represented a social media post (e.g., a tweet), and (2) that you at least removed carriage returns and/or line feeds
from each post; and (3) that you saved that file as text.txt and, finally, (4) that you ran R and did a File > Change
dir… to the folder containing text.txt
ACTION

•

IMPORTING A TEXT FILE INTO R
Type text=readLines(“text.txt”) then press
Enter

Explanation: This command reads every post into a
separate row in the variable text. If you do not see
an error message, you have done this correctly! If
you do get an error, retype the command (don’t copy
and paste)

•

Type text (or whatever you named your
variable) then press Enter to see your data

Explanation: Typing any variable allows you to see
its content.
Note: The number of rows (e.g., 2270) should agree
with the number of rows in your Excel spreadsheet.
If not, then you did not remove all Enters (carriage
returns / line feeds)

(continued on next page)

REACTION

•

Type the following:
install.packages(“tm”)
install.packages(“SnowballC”)
install.packages(“wordcloud”)

Note: This can take several minutes and freeze your
keyboard. Just wait it out.
Explanation:
“tm” is R’s text mining package
“SnowballC” is a package to stem words (e.g., “turn”,
“turns”, “turning”, “turned”, all become “turn”)
“wordcloud” generates word clouds.

•

Type the following:
library(“tm”)
library(“SnowballC”)
library(“wordcloud”)

Explanation: install.packages merely loads the
packages onto your computer. The library
command allows you to use the packages in your
current R session.

•

Type text1=Corpus(VectorSource(text)) then
press the Enter key

Explanation: R’s text mining package (tm), needs to
convert your text into a data structure known as a
Corpus. I saved this Corpus as text1. But remember,
this is just a variable. You can call it whatever you
want.
Note: If you type text1 then Enter, you will not see
your text (not shown). To see your text, do the next
step…

•

Type inspect(text1) then Enter

Explanation: text1 is now a Corpus data object, and
you cannot examine it directly unless you use the
inspect function.

DATA CLEANING
•
•

Type text2=tm_map(text1, tolower)
Type inspect(text2)

Explanation: tm_map is a function in the text mining
package (tm) that takes the first parameter (text1),
and does the second operation (tolower).
I store the results in a new variable (text2) and then
inspect this variable.
Note: all characters are now lower case.
•

Type text3=tm_map(text2, removeWords,

•

stopwords(“english”))
Type inspect(text3)

Explanation: Stop words are words to be ignored in
text because they are not what we are usually
looking for, such as “the”, “a”, “of”, etc. We are usually
looking for nouns, which represent concepts, and
verbs, which represent actions. Stop words can
muddy the analysis because they are usually the
most frequent words.
Note: the stop words are gone! But there are now
spaces where the stop words used to be. The next
command will remove these extra spaces

•
•

Type text4=tm_map(text3, stripWhitespace)
Type inspect(text4)

Explanation: the stripWhitespace command removes
extraneous spaces before, after, and between lines

•
•

Type text5=tm_map(text4, stemDocument)
Type inspect(text5)

Explanation: The stemDocument command takes
words with a common stem, e.g., “turns”, “turning”,
“turned” and replaces them with the stem, e.g.,
“turn”. It is not a very smart command. For example,
“something” in line 2270, was stemmed into
“someth”.

•
•

Type text6=tm_map(text5,removePunctuation)
Type inspect(text6)

Explanation: The removePunctuation command,
unsurprisingly, removes all punctuation. Like the
stemDocument command, it is not foolproof. For
example, in line 2254 there is a curved apostrophe
that it did not remove (and if you try to remove it,
e.g., using the gsub command, you’ll find it difficult to
do so). This is why I like doing data cleaning in Excel.
Excel is more flexible with finding and replacing
pattern AND if you make a mistake, you can back out
easily with ctrl-Z.
• Type text7=tm_map(text6, gsub, pattern=
•

“https[^ ]+( |$)”,replacement=“url”)
Type inspect(text7)

Explanation: The gsub command is a general purpose
find and replace operation. You specify what to find
in the pattern parameter, and replace it with the
replacement value. The pattern is specified as a
regular expression (which you’ll learn about later)
and essentially looks for https, followed by any
sequence that is not a space, [^ ]+, and stops looking
after it encounters a space or the end of line, ( |$).

GENERATE A WORD CLOUD
•

Type wordcloud(text7)

Explanation: All the words are displayed as a “cloud”
of words, with most frequent words displayed in a
bigger font size. Word clouds are a nice way of
visually depicting relative word frequency.

•

Type wordcloud(text7, max.words=250)

Explanation: The wordcloud function has a number of
parameters. The parameter max.words=250 limits the
word cloud to the 250 most frequent words. Consult
the documentation for other parameters. I’ll do one
more, for coloring the wordcloud.

•

Type wordcloud(text7, colors=brewer.pal(8,
“Dark2”)

Explanation: brewer.pal generates 8 different colors
based on relative frequency. Whoever, designed the
palette chose the colors in such a way that they look
nice in a word cloud.

WORD FREQUENCY
•

Type
dtm = DocumentTermMatrix(text7)
dtm

Explanation: The Corpus object (text7 in our
example) is converted to a DocumentTermMatrix,
which we store in the variable dtm. The rows of this
matrix correspond to the individual tweets. The
columns, however, for each row, correspond to every
single word across all tweets.
Typing dtm summarizes the matrix, but does not
show you the contents of the matrix.
• Type
dtmmat=as.matrix(dtm)
dtmmat

Explanation: as.matrix converts the
DocumentTermMatrix into a matrix, which we store in
dtmmat, that you can examine directly by typing the
variable name. However, the matrix is so big that R
doesn’t display it properly.
Note: If you want to examine the matrix, you can type
write.csv(dtmmat, “dtmmat.csv”) and import the
file into Excel (not shown).
•

Type
wordfreq=colSums(dtmmat)
wordfreq

Explanation: summing the columns of the
DocumentTermMatrix using the colSums function
yields a matrix — with one column being the word,
and the other column being the word frequency —
which we store in the variable wordfreq.

•

Type
dfwf=data.frame(wordfreq)

Explanation: We convert the wordfreq matrix into a
data.frame named dfwf. This is to prepare to write
out the variable as a .csv file, in order to import it
into Excel. It turns out we could have written out the
wordfreq matrix as .csv file, but making it a
data.frame allows you flexibility in naming columns.

EXPORTING WORD FREQUENCIES AND IMPORTING INTO EXCEL
•

Type
write.csv(dfwf, “dfwf.csv”)

Explanation: This exports the data frame with the
word frequencies (dfwf) as the file dfwf.csv.
Note: This file is stored in either your Documents
folder or, if you did a File > Change dir…, the folder
you specified.

•

Click on dfwf.csv (in your file explorer , not
shown) to bring it up in Excel

•

Sort the word frequencies, from largest to
smallest

Note: The fastest way to do this is to right-click over
the first number (in cell B2) > Sort > Sort Largest to
Smallest
You’re done!

